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In this paper, the mechanisms of particle movement on an electric curtain are examined. Intermittent bursts in which particles 
leaping from a surface of an electric curtain are demonstrated both by numerical simulation and experimental observation. The 
hopping and surfing modes during particle removal are shown to depend on the particle electric charge and its initial position. 
The particles initially located on the top of electrode have a large electric charge tend to assume a hopping mode. Transverse 
movement of the particle initially located between the electrodes is analyzed, and the particle traps along the electric curtain 
surface are also observed. 
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The space above the moon surface is suffused with a mas-
sive amount of fine dust, and these dust particles are often 
electrically charged [1,2]. Under the low gravity, zero mag-
netic field and hard vacuum environment, these dust parti-
cles can float up several thousand meters [3,4]. The tiny 
dust particles are adhesive and can easily deposit and attach 
to exposed surfaces of a rover device, posing serious con-
cerns for lunar surface exploration [5]. For example, the 
deposit of dust on solar panel can provoke a loss of power 
and impair 16% of power output in the first year as meas-
ured during the Survey 3 mission [6]. In addition, the dust 
can lead to imaging problem, false instrument readings and 
thermal control failure [7,8]. 

In order to mitigate the dust contamination, different 
techniques have been proposed for dust removal and pre-
vention such as fluid jet, acoustic vibration, mechanical 
brushing and dynamic electric curtain [9,10]. However the 
environment on the moon surface and cost stringency limit 
most of the above techniques [10]. Instead, the electric cur-

tain (EC) technique, proposed by Tatom et al. [10], seems 
more promising, since it employs only a printed circuit layer 
of alternating parallel electrodes devoid of any mechanical 
component [11–14]. When the electrode is energized by an 
AC voltage, a strong dynamic electric field can be generated 
over the surface of the EC and the dust particles. These are 
then polarized, thus the dust leap away from the surface by 
dielectrophoresis forces and Coulomb forces. Figure 1 
shows an electric curtain with dust covered and removed 
before and after power is loaded. 

With an increasing interest in lunar or Mars explorations, 
the EC technique has attracted a growing interest in hope to 
confront the dust problem [15–21]. However, the EC tech-
nique is still far from being practical. Electric curtains 
should be designed optimally in order to meet energy and 
reliability requirement. The optimized design for structural 
and electrical parameters of EC depends on a clear under-
standing on particle removal mechanism. Machowski et al. 
[22] reported that the shape of electrodes has a significant 
influence on the performance of EC. They showed that rec-
tangle electrodes are more efficient for dust removal com-
pared to their circular and triangular counterparts. It is also  
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Figure 1  An electric curtain with dusts deposited and removed before and after energizing. 

shown that particle size distribution [23], width of EC elec-
trode [24] and shape of incident wave [25] all affect the dust 
removal efficiency.  

However the particle leaping mechanism from an electric 
curtain for dust removal efficiency still needs more investi-
gation. In this paper, we will analyze the mechanism of par-
ticle movement on a standing wave electric curtain both by 
numerical simulation and experimental observation. A 
computation method on motion of dust particles will be 
explained in sect. 1, and the detailed mechanisms during 
particle leaping process will be analyzed in sect. 2.  

1  Particle dynamic simulation 

In order to simulate the motion of particle loaded by an 
electric curtain, a two-dimensional model is proposed by 
using particle dynamic simulation method [26], which is 
shown in Figure 2. The parallel electrodes are etched on a 
dielectric board and then covered with an insulator layer of 
thickness h. The rectangular electrodes are of width a and 
thickness 0.032 m, spanned with a spacing b. The voltage 
applied between the electrodes is denoted by U0. 

To simulate the motion of particles, we initially compute 
the electric field generated by the electric curtain, and then 
the force exerting on the particles. When the particles are  

 

Figure 2  Structural parameters and potential distribution along an elec-
tric curtain. 

leaving from the curtain, the particle collisions will occur 
and should be considered in the simulation. The detailed 
method to account for these processes will be explained 
below. 

1.1  Electric field generated by electric curtain 

The potential on surface of parallel electrodes is expressed 
by [27–29]: 

   0, , ( , ) cos( ),x y t U x y t    (1) 

where 2 f    is an angular frequency, and ( , )x y  is 

the potential induced by a unit electrostatic voltage. The 
electric field is related to the potential by ,x yE   

/ ( , ).x y   The static potential can be written as Fourier 

series: 
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Figure 3 shows the total electric field distribution over 
the EC surface within one period. In the computation, the 
following parameters are used a=0.2 mm, p=0.6 mm, U0= 
1500 V. From Figure 3, the electric field reaches a maxi-
mum value in the vicinity of the electrode edge due to dis-
continuity of the potential, and it decays exponentially  
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Figure 3  Distribution of electric field ( 2 2
x yE E ) over surface of EC 

within one period.  

along the vertical direction.  

1.2  Force exerting on the particle  

When particles are leaving from surface of an EC, they will 
experience Coulomb force FCol and dielectrophoresis force 
FDep [31,32], and on occasion will collide with each other. 
In the following simulation gravity is neglected and the par-
ticles are assumed to be spherical in shape and have the 
same size. The motion equation of a single particle can be 
written as [30]: 

 Col, Dep, ,y ymy F F   (5) 

 Col, Dep, .x xmx F F   (6) 

The Coulomb force FCol and dielectrophoresis force FDep are 
calculated by FCol=QE, FDep=40r3kEE, respectively, 
where Q is the electric charge of the particle, k=(r 1)/   
(r +2), and r , 0  are the dielectric constants of the parti-

cle and vacuum, respectively. 
When the particles rest on the surface of the EC in an ini-

tial state or they fall back after leaping up, the contact be-
tween the particle and the curtain surface will produce sig-
nificant adhesion and friction. Thus the motion equation of 
a particle on an EC surface should be expressed by 

 Col, Dep, VDF ,y ymy F F F    (7) 

 Col, Dep, ,x xmx F F m y     (8) 

where FVDF is the adhesion force calculated from van der 
Waals’ force between the particle and the curtain surface 
[16]: 

 VDW 2
,

12

Ar
F

s
  (9) 

where r  is radius of the particle, A  is the Hamaker’s 
constant ranging from 1–15×1019 J, s is the minimum dis-
tance between atoms, assuming for a contact problem that  
s = 4×1010

 [16]. The friction coefficient in eq. (8) is as-
sumed to be = 0.02.  

1.3  Numerical implementation 

Considering the case where particles are randomly placed 
on the surface of the EC, then the electrodes are loaded with 
a voltage at set time and the particles are driven to fly into 
the up to the EC. Each particle has an actual position, veloc-
ity and acceleration, and it moves according to Coulomb 
force FCol and dielectrophoresis force FDep until a collision 
takes place. The collision is assumed to occur during a time 
step determined by the event-driven method [26]. The pro-
gram estimates the time step for each particle pair that is 
likely to collide according to its relative position and veloc-
ity: 
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In eq. (10), r j i x x x  and r j i     are the relative 

position and velocity of the particle pair, and ij j ir r   , 

i j . The program then chooses the minimum time 

( min( )ijt ) as the time step t  for all the particles. It is 

understandable that next collision only take place after t  
from the current one and terminates at the time t t  . 
Within the time increment t , each particle is considered 
to move with a constant velocity, thus at the end of the time 
increment, the particle moves to a new position of 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) .i i it t t t t    x x   (11) 

Although the velocity i  of the particle i is assumed to be 

constant during the time interval t, however, the forces 
(Coulomb force and Dielectrophoresis force) on the particle 
will lead its velocity at the time t to t t   as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
ii it t t t t    a   (12) 

where ia  is the acceleration of the particle i. Assuming 

elastic collisions among particles, when a particles  col-
lides with a particle , their velocities after the collision can 
be calculated by [26] 
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where αm  and βm  are the masses of the particles  and , 
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respectively. The above equations describe the collision 
process during t t  . Therefore the velocities are changed 
from α ,0  and β ,0  to α  and β  after the collision.  

Immediately after the collision at the moment t t  , the 
forces acting on the particle are updated with a new posi-
tion:  

  3 2
Dep 0( ) 4 ( , ( )),i it t r k t t t t        F E x  (15) 

  Col ( ) ( , ( )),it t Q t t t t      F E x  (16) 

The acceleration is updated according to eqs. 5 and 6 (or 
7 and 8). When the number of particles is small, only few 
collisions take place, the program executes quickly. As the 
number of particles increase, a large number of collisions 
will take places during in one time step t , the program is 
required to repeatedly recalculate the relative positions and 
velocities of all the particles.  

2  Mechanism of particle leaping process 

Let us examine particle motion driven by an electric curtain. 
We will first analyze leaping trajectory of a particle located 
at different initial positions on the surface of an EC and 
study influence of electric charges and then we will exam-
ine particle leaping process during a loading period. Differ-
ent modes during the particle leaping process will be identi-
fied. 

2.1  Influence of charge on particle trajectory at dif-
ferent initial positions  

Electric charges are induced either by photoelectric charg-
ing or by particle collisions, the charge distribution being 
random among the particles [5,33]. From eqs. (5) and (7), it 
is seen that the electric charge plays a crucial role in particle 
motion. Particles with high electric charge more readily to 
leap away from surface of curtain [34]. Figures 4(a) and (b)  

show the simulation on trajectory of a particle with 0Q Q  

and with 010Q Q  located at different initial positions on 

surface of the EC, and 15
0 3.64 10 CQ   , taken from the 

value measured experimentally by Kawamoto [35]. The 
particle radius is r = 10 m [36], and the density is 2.9 g/cm3 
[1], the frequency f = 50 Hz, while other parameters are the 
same as those in Figure 3. The particle is initially placed at 
different positions on the surface of the EC within a single 
period, and then its trajectory is calculated during loading. 
As shown by Figure 4(a), the low charged particle can only 
leap away from the EC surface when they are initially 
placed at the positions labeled by 1, 2 and 3, which are in 
proximity to the electrode. When placed at the locations of 
4–11, that is, near the edge and the gap of the electrodes, the 
low charged particle can only roll along the surface of the 
EC. However, a highly charged particle can leap away di-
rectly from the EC surface at almost any initial positions, 
except in the middle of the gap between the electrodes, as 
shown in Figure 4(b).  

Usually, the particles with high electrostatic charges are 
few [33], therefore we will focus on the movement of parti-
cles with a low electric charge, particularly for particles 
initially located at the unfavourable positions such as 4–11, 
shown in Figure 4(a). 

2.2  Intermittent burst during particle leaping process  

Five hundred particles were randomly scattered on the sur-
face of the curtain and spanned over 18 electrodes. The size 
and density of the particles were the same as used in the 
previous calculation, the electrostatic charge of the particles 
were assumed to be 0Q  with a sign randomly assigned, 

so that the total net charge of all particles is zero. The volt-
age, frequency and structural parameter of the EC were also 
the same as those in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the simulated 
particle leaping process after the curtain is energized. The 
electrodes with high or low potentials are marked by red 
and blue, respectively, as well as the particles with positive  

 

Figure 4  Trajectories of a low (a) or high (b) charged particle at different initial positions along EC surface.  
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Figure 5  Particle motion pattern during a period of loading. 

and negative electric charges. According to eqs. (3) and (4), 
there is no voltage potential at t ≈ 0.01s (0.5T) and t ≈ 0.02s 
(1.0T), so all electrodes are given as pale blue.  

It is seen from Figure 5(b) that short after the EC was 
energized, the positive and negative charged particles leap 
up from the top of the electrodes. At the loading time 0.28T, 
the particle leaping process reaches a climax with a large  

number of the particles starting to escape from the surface, 
as shown by Figure 5(c). At the moment 0.5T, the potential 
and electric field are nearly zero, with few particles leaping 
up. In Figure 5(d), we also realize that due to the flying of 
particles, several gaps among the particles are formed. In-
terestingly, the gaps are formed between the electrodes and 
not on the top of the electrodes where the particles leaped 
away. At time 3/4T, the potential is switched on again and a 
similar phenomenon as in Figure 5(c) is observed. At the 
end of one period (1.0T), there are only few particles that 
can leap up on the EC surface, as shown in Figure 5(f).  

From Figure 5, we find that particles leap away from the 
top of the electrode with a burst period 0.5T in according 
to the variation of the electric field. The intermittent burst 
nature and the particle leaping positions during particle 
leaping process are also confirmed by a high speed camera 
observation, as shown in Figure 6. In the experiment, a pile 
of glass particles of radius 40–80 m is placed on an EC 
surface (the size of the particle is larger than that used in the 
simulation in order to make the image more clear). The 
structural and electrical parameters of the EC are the same 
as those used in the above simulation. After loading at the 
time t ≈ 0.005s (0.25T), we observe that a few particles start 
to leap up from the pile (Figure 6(a)), at the time t ≈ 0.01s 
(0.5T) and a halt of particle ejection is observed (Figure 
6(b)). At time t ≈ 0.015s (0.75T), many particle ejecting can 
be observed and again at t ≈ 0.02s (1.0T), the dust pile ex-          

 

Figure 6  The intermittent burst during particle leaping process on an EC by high speed camera observation. (a) 0.005 s; (b) 0.010 s; (c) 0.015 s; (d) 0.020  
s; (e) 0.025 s; (f) 0.030 s; 
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periences a recess. The experimental observation is in good 
agreement with the numerical simulation particularly on the 
positions of particle when starting to leap up and the burst 
interval of particle leaping process. A marked difference 
between the simulation and experiment is also observed. 
The number of particle leaping away from the EC surface at 
t = 0.25T and t = 0.75T decreases, as shown in Figure 5, 
while there is an increasing number of particle leaping spots 
at t = 0.25Tand t = 0.75T in the experiment. This is due to 
the fact that, in simulation, the particles are considered as 
initially charged. However in the experiment, the particles 
possess no initial charges and they acquire growing 
tribo-charges during collision or rolling processes. Thus 
there are only few particles that start to leap up at the com-
mencement of loading, e.g. t = 0.25T, since the particles 
have not accumulated enough electric charge. 

2.3  Modes of particle leaping process and physical in-
terpretation  

The escaping mechanism of particles from an EC surface is 
usually attributed to two modes [34,37,38], that is. the hop-
ping mode where the particles with high energy fly away 
directly from the EC surface without falling back, and the 
surfing mode where particles with low vertical velocity 
bounce up and down several times on the EC surface. To 
analyze the mechanism of these two modes, the time and 
location of each particle when it begins to leap away from 
the EC surface are examined. The reputed leap away here is 
defined as a state of a particle when it reaches a height as 
twice as its radius above the EC surface and it has a positive 
vertical velocity. This height is empirically chosen, we in-
deed find the number of particles crossing a typical height is 
changed according to the chosen height value, however, 
when this value is larger than 2r, the number of particles 
crossing that height becomes stable. In this state, the parti-
cle can be rid of surface adhesion, and is less likely to be 
pulled back to the EC surface again. The computed leaping 
time and location are normalized by the loading period  

T and the curtain space p . When the leaping position and 

time exceed the one period (space p or time T), we define 
the following parameters:  

 Leap Leap0.5 mod( 0.5 , ) ,x p x p p p       (17) 

 Leap Leapmod( , ),t t T   (18) 

thus the leaping time and position for a particle in any mo-
ment and at any position can always be equivalently repre-
sented by a point within the time interval 0–T, the space 
range 0.5p–0.5p, which can be termed as a phase. The 
function mod is defined such that mod(0.7p, p)=mod(1.7p, p) 
=0.7p. We consider the example as given in sect. 2.2 where 
the phases of five hundred particles are shown in Figure 7(a) 
by dots. 

From Figure 7(a), we can note that the leaping phases 
primarily concentrate around four domains, that is. at 0.28T 
and 0.78T near both edges of the electrodes, as marked by 
the circles in the Figure 7(a). Again, the time interval be-
tween two burst phases is 0.5T. As discussed above, the 
preferred positions for particles leaping up are the edges of 
the electrodes. Only few particles can leap up directly at the 
gap of the electrodes. This suggests that there must be a 
particle transportation process along the EC surface, which 
transports the particles initially located at the gaps of the 
electrodes toward their edges, and then the particles gather 
sufficient force and leap away from the surface. 

The leaping velocities of the particles are also calculated 
to analyze the modes of the particle motion. Figure 7(b) 
shows the ratio of vertical to horizontal velocities as func-
tion of the leaping positions along the EC surface at the 
moment where a particle start to leap away. The ratios are 
calculated by averaging the velocities of all particles leaping 
at the same location. It is seen that particles leaping from 
the top of the electrode possess a large vertical velocity, and 
can be attributed to the hopping mode, while particles leap-
ing from the edge of the electrode have a small vertical ve-
locity, thus can be considered to have the surfing mode.  

 

Figure 7  (a) Normalized leaping times and positions; (b) ratio of vertical to horizontal velocities as function of normalized leaping positions. 
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Determining from the number of points showing in Figure 
7(b), we also find that the majority of the particles assume 
the surfing mode. Few particles, initially on the top of the 
electrode, assume the hopping mode. 

From the above simulation, the scenario of particle mo-
tion on an EC surface can be summarized as the following. 
Initially the, particles located on the tops of the electrodes 
first start to leap away from the EC surface in the hopping 
mode. Then the particles initially located at the gaps of the 
electrodes move horizontally toward the edges of the elec-
trodes, are energized and leap away. The horizontal motion 
enables these particles to have a comparably large trans-
verse velocity, thus these particles mainly leap away in the 
surfing mode. During the transverse movement, the parti-
cles keep in contact with the EC surface, thus the friction of 
the particles on the EC surface will affect removal effi-
ciency. 

One notable effect of the friction is that it prevents the 
particles from reaching proper leaping phases. Figure 8 
shows the particle patterns on the EC surface at 0, 0.1, 0.5, 
1.0 and 1.5 s after energizing. As the particles leap up and 
fly away, the number of particles remained on the surface of  

 

Figure 8  The positions of particles remaining on the electric curtain 
surface at different times. 

the EC gradually reduces. After driven by the high electric 
field at 0.5s, the majority of the particles have been re-
moved with only a small part of particles remain at the vi-
cinities of the electrode edges or at the middle position on 
top of the electrodes. These remained particles are difficult 
to be repelled off even with further loading. This may ex-
plain why some residues consistently remain during dust 
removal in the experiment.  

The particle leaping process, leaping mode and particle 
trap on an EC surface can be well explained by the forces 
exerted on the particle. Figure 9 shows the variation of ver-
tical forces and horizontal forces loaded on a particle with a 
charge Q0 when the particle is located at different positions 
along the EC surface. The radius and density of the particle, 
structural and electrical parameters of the EC remain the 
same as previously used. The total vertical and horizontal 
forces experienced by a particle flying over or contacting to 
the EC surface are calculated from eqs. (5) to (8), respec-
tively.  

Figure 9(a) explains the reason why the majority of the 
particles start to leap away at the vicinity of the edge of the 
electrode. From the bold line, we note that the resistant 
forces (dielectrophoresis force, adhesion force FVDF) lead to 
a resultant force ( my , see eq. (7)) that can only be positive 

near the edge of the electrode when the particle is contacted 
to the EC surface. Thus particles initially located in the gap 
can only leap away after moving from their initial positions 
to the edges of the electrodes by the horizontal forces.  

The bold lines in Figure 9 also show which mode a parti-
cle will take when it starts to leap up. For the particles on 
the top of the electrode, they will experience a large vertical 
force and a small horizontal force, thus they can acquire 
comparably a large vertical velocity, therefore assume the 
hopping mode. For particles at the edge of the electrode, the 
exerted horizontal force reaches a maximum value, thus 
they will acquire a large transverse velocity, and assume the 
surfing mode.  

The particle traps on the EC surface are also explained 
by Figure 9(b). According to eq. (8), when the total hori-
zontal force shown by the bold line in Figure 9(b) becomes  

 
Figure 9  The vertical (a) and horizontal (b) forces acting on a particle at different positions. 
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zero or negative, it can be considered that the friction force 
is larger than the driving force. Therefore the particles at 
such locations will not move transversely. The calculated 
locations where the total horizontal forces become zero or 
negative are marked by circles in Figure 9(b). One could 
readily see that the edge and central position of the elec-
trode are indeed the positions of particle traps, as already 
demonstrated in Figure 8. 

3  Summary and conclusion 

Dust poses severe problems in lunar or Mars surface explo-
rations. The electric curtain technique is considered as a 
promising approach to alleviate dust problem. Based on 
particle dynamic simulation and experimental observation, 
the paper presents a detailed analysis on the mechanism of 
dust removal by an electric curtain. The charged particles 
are found to leap away from the tops of the electrodes with 
an intermittent burst of a half period. It is also shown that 
particles located in the gaps of the electrodes first move 
transversely toward the edges of the electrodes and then 
begin to leap up. A part of the particles can be trapped at the 
edges of the electrodes and this will affect the dust removal 
efficiency of the electric curtain technique.  

This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of 
China (Grant No. 11002023), the Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education 
of China (Grant No. 20091101120004) and Beijing Institute of Technology 
Science Foundation (Grant No. 20090142011). 
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